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I.
INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On March 15, 2020, the University of South Florida (“USF”) engaged Lightfoot, Franklin & White, LLC
to conduct an independent and external investigation into allegations of racially inappropriate comments
made by men’s associate basketball coach, Tom Herrion. This investigation was prompted by reports

to USF Athletics staff at the conclusion of the 2020 - 2021 men’s basketball (“MBB”) season. This report
sets out the results of the investigation.

The primary focus of this investigation is the alleged comments by Coach Herrion. However, we have also
reviewed secondary issues related to the overall culture of the men’s basketball program as it relates to the
issue of race and the relatively high volume of player transfers from the program at the conclusion of the
2021 season. In March and April 2021, we conducted interviews of 17 individuals that included former and
current student-athletes, men’s basketball coaches and staff members, men’s head basketball coach Brian

Gregory, and Coach Herrion. We also reviewed documents and USF policies relevant to the investigation.
The investigation was conducted without any limitations from USF.
There were a total of four alleged racially insensitive comments made by Coach Herrion and reviewed in our
investigation. The substance of the alleged comments, as described to us, were as follows: (1) a statement
to a player during a practice in the 2018 - 2019 season that the student-athlete needed to quit “swinging on
the rim like a monkey”; (2) prior to a workout in the summer of 2020, a question to a student-athlete wearing a
sweatshirt supporting historically black colleges and universities, “What’s up with all that black sh-t, I thought

you were^BJ^B?”'; (3) a question to a student-athlete about his hairstyle during the 2020 - 2021 season,
“What’s u^wiiOhe jailhouse braids?”; and (4) a statement to a student-athlete at a practice during the
2020 - 2021 season to move faster during a drill, “like the police are chasing you.”

Based on USF policy and precedent in similar investigations, we applied a preponderance of the evidence
standard here to evaluate each allegation. The preponderance of the evidence standard is one of the lowest
evidentiary standards under the law. An allegation is substantiated pursuant to this standard if the facts and
evidence found during the investigation show that it is more likely than not that the allegation is true. In this
matter, this was a two-step process. First, we applied the standard to determine if an alleged comment was,

in fact, made. Second, we applied the standard to the surrounding context of the statement to determine if it
was a violation of USF’s Diversity and Equal Opportunity Policy or USF’s Employee Misconduct Policy.
The comments and other matters of inquiry are detailed below. The summary of our conclusions is as follows:
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Comment 1.
The allegation that Coach Herrion told a player to stop “swinging on the rim like a monkey” is substantiated.
However, this comment did not violate USF policy.

Comment 2.
The allegation that Coach Herrion asked a player wearing a sweatshirt supporting black colleges, “What’s up with all

that black sh-t, I thought you were^^^M?” is substantiated. This comment also violates USF's Misconduct Policy.
However, for the reasons detailed oelowjt does not violate USF’s Diversity and Equal Opportunity Policy.
Comment 3.
The allegation that Coach Herrion commented on a player’s hairstyle by asking, “What’s up with the jailhouse braids?”
is not substantiated.

Comment 4.
The allegation that Coach Herrion told a player “to run like the police are chasing you” is substantiated. This
comment also violates USF’s Misconduct Policy. However, for the reasons detailed below, it does not violate USF’s
Diversity and Equal Opportunity Policy.

Program Culture.
USF’s men’s basketball program does not have a hostile or problematic culture as it relates to the issue of
race. In fact, our investigation found that Head Coach Brian Gregory and his staff have been proactive in
addressing racial issues during his tenure at USF, and the program placed a renewed focus on the issue in the
aftermath of the nationwide racial unrest of 2020, to include educational sessions with student-athletes, participation
in a march with the team, and conducting an organized voter registration effort. Furthermore, the preponderance of

the evidence shows that the high volume of transfers from the program is not related to the allegations against Coach
Herrion nor the overall culture of the program.
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II.

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION
A. Plan and Methodology
The plan and methodology for this investigation involved the identification and interview of individuals
with potentially relevant information and the identification and review of potentially pertinent documents.
The investigation was not limited in scope and was driven by the interviews conducted of these individuals.
We conducted a total of 20 interviews. All of these interviews were conducted between March and April
2020 via videoconference, or, in a few instances, by telephone. Each interview was conducted by Lightfoot
attorneys Brandon Essig and Amaobi Enyinnia.
Additionally, the following documents were reviewed in compiling this report:

• USF’s Diversity and Equal Opportunity: Discrimination and Harassment Policy, No. 0-007 (“USF’s
Diversity and Equal Opportunity Policy”);1

• USF’s Office of Diversity, Inclusion, and Equal Opportunity (“USF DIE0”)’s webpage concerning
“Protected Categories”; 2

• USF Regulation No. 10.212, Discipline, Misconduct, and Incompetence;3
• A referral to USF Student Conduct; and4
• Text messages between Coach Gregory and staff.
Other than Coaches Gregory and Herrion, we do not refer to any witnesses by name in this report. Instead,
each witness is referred to with a generic description of their status at USF and specifically identified with
a numeric designation. For example, individual coaches are referred as “Coach 1,” “Coach 2,” etc., while
individual student-athletes are referred to as “SA#” and individual staff members as “SM#”. This approach to
the report serves to maximize confidentiality for witnesses in order to encourage full and open cooperation
with the investigation without fear of reprisal or public exposure. In addition, many of the facts reported below

involve sensitive information regarding USF student-athletes that is otherwise protected by law, including
information about their academic records.

1

Available at https://usf.1 app.box.com/v/usfpolicy0-007

2

Available at https://www.usf.edu/diversity/equal-opportunity/age.aspx.

3

Available at https://usf.app.box.eom/v/usfregulation1 021 2

4

Referrals to Student Conduct, and the contents of any referral, are confidential under USF policy. Therefore, we only discuss
certain relevant aspects of the referral in this report as part of our analysis.
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B. Overview of Policies Considered
Certain USF policies are potentially implicated by Coach Herrion’s comments.

1. USF’s Diversity and Equal Opportunity: Discrimination and Harassment

Policy, No. 0-007 and USF’s Office of Compliance & Ethics’ Guidance on
Protected Categories.
USF’s Diversity and Equal Opportunity Policy prohibits discrimination, harassment, and retaliation “on the
basis of race, color, marital status, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, or genetic information, as
provided by law,” and “discrimination and harassment based on sexual orientation, as well as gender identity

and expression” by any USF employee or student against any individual or group within USF. Examples of
prohibited conduct include:
1. Unwelcome touching, impeding, or blocking movement based on any individual’s race, color,
marital status, *sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, genetic information, sexual orientation,
gender identity and expression, or veteran status.

2. Continuing any of the conduct listed in the above examples after being told or being otherwise
made aware that the conduct is unwelcome.

3. Singling out or targeting an individual for different or adverse treatment with improper consideration
of the individual’s race, color, marital status, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, genetic
information, sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, or veteran status.

In addition, USF’s Compliance & Ethics Office maintains a web page with links to various USF policies to
include the University’s Anti-Discrimination Policy.

The Compliance & Ethics Office site also includes a

page entitled “Equal Opportunity,” which contains additional content on the topic of “Protected Categories.”
The Protected Categories are taken from Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 2064 and include both race
and ethnicity.

This content does not appear to be explicitly incorporated into USF’s Diversity and Equal

Opportunity Policy, but it is instructive here and describes the type of conduct that may constitute
discrimination or harassment against an individual who falls within a Protected Category as follows:
Harassment can include, for example, racial slurs, offensive or derogatory remarks about a

person’s race or ethnicity, or the display of racially-offensive symbols. Harassment violates USF
Policy #0-007. Harassment is defined as behavior that is so frequent or severe that it creates a
hostile or offensive work or academic environment, or when it results in an adverse employment
or academic decision (such as the target of the harassment being fired, demoted, or given a
failing grade in a class).

2. USF’s Discipline, Misconduct, and Incompetence Regulation, No. USF10.212
USF Regulation 10.212, “Discipline, Misconduct, and Incompetence,” (“Misconduct Policy”) provides the
following bases for just cause disciplinary actions by USF:
(a) Incompetence, which includes, but is not limited to, the documented inability to perform assigned
duties and/or substandard performance of assigned duties on a continuing basis; or
(b) Misconduct.
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USF’s Misconduct Policy does not specifically define “misconduct.” Therefore, we rely here on the commonly
understood definition of the word in considering whether the policy may be implicated by the allegations

that are the subject of this report. Oxford University Press’s Lexico English and Spanish Dictionary defines
misconduct to include “Unacceptable or improper behavior, especially by an employee or professional

person” and behaving “in an improper or unprofessional manner.”5

III.

INVESTIGATIVE RESULTS
Tom Herrion was hired as an assistant coach at USF in March 2017 and was promoted to associate men’s
basketball coach in August 2020. Prior to USF, he was head men’s basketball coach at Marshall University
and the College of Charleston, a special assistant at Texas Christian University, and an assistant coach at
Georgia Institute of Technology, the University of Pittsburgh (where he was later promoted to associate head
coach), the University of Virginia, Providence College, and Merrimack College.

A. The “Hanging On the Rim Like A Monkey” Comment
One allegedly inappropriate comment made by Coach Herrion was that he told a former student-athlete to
“quit hanging on the rim like a monkey” following a dunk that a student-athlete made during a practice in the

2018-2019 season. This comment was not reported to any members of USF’s men’s basketball coaching
staff or USF Athletics until after the conclusion of the 2020-2021 season in March 2021 .

1. Interviews with Student-Athletes, USF Staff, and MBB Coaches6

S/| reported that he overheard Coach Herrion make the “hanging on the rim like a monkey” comment to a
former student-athlete during a practice in the 201 8-201 9 season. S/4 reported that the comment was made
directly to the former student-athlete, and he and other student-athletes who may have heard the comment

had no reaction to it at the time. No other student-athletes recalled overhearing this comment, but S/^l
also told us about the comment in his interview and claimed that the former student-athlete told him about

it the same day it occurred. Neither SZ*| nor S/^| reported the comment to MBB coaches or administration
at the time.

S/l expressed that he thought the comment was odd, but he did not consider it to be racially-motivated
at me time he heard it. S/^| related that through time, he had heard other monkey-related terms used at
practices, such as “monkey dunk” and did not think it was a comment racial in nature. S/^| shared the
same opinion as to the term “monkey dunk.” Similarly, S/fl expressed that he felt the “hanging on the rim
comment” was normal and that he’d heard similar comments from other coaches but did not consider them
racist or racially motivated.

5 See https://www.lexico.com/en/4definition/misconduct.

6 We were unable to interview the former student-athlete that S4| and S/'j stated that this comment was directed to.
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No coaches or staff reported hearing this comment, having it reported to them, or having any knowledge of

the comment prior to this investigation. Coach Gregory stated he was not aware of this comment prior to this
investigation. Notably, Coach 2 stated that he was the position coach of the former student-athlete to whom
the comment was made, that he spent significant time with the player, and he was not aware of the comment.

Coach Herrion denied making any such comment or ever referring to any student-athlete as hanging on a rim
like a monkey. Coach Herrion equally denied making or hearing any USF coaches make such comments. He
did, however, state that he has told players not to hang on rims at any time, as it is against the rules and can
result in a technical foul during a game.

2. Analysis and Findings
Applying a preponderance of the evidence standard, we believe this comment is substantiated, but we note

that this conclusion is a close one. The comment was reported to us by only one student-athlete (SZ^) with
firsthand knowledge of the incident. SZ*| told us that he had indirect knowledge of the comment, as the
former student-athlete to whom the comment was made reported it to SZW. However, we have concerns

about SZ*|’s credibility given a number of inconsistencies in the statements he gave us related to other
issues. On the other hand, we did not have such concerns as it relates to SZ^J. We found him to be credible,
and he was identified by other players and coaches as a team leader. SZ^| also provided a balanced point of
view related to this comment. He was adamant that the comment was made and that he heard it, but SZ^| (an
African-American student-athlete) did not believe it was a racially insensitive comment or ascribe racial

motives to Coach Herrion in making the comment.
As for Coach Herrion, we perceived him to be forthright in his interview with us generally, and we did not
believe that he intentionally misled us regarding this particular comment. However, given the credibility of

SZ^’s firsthand account, and the low evidentiary standard applicable to this investigation, we conclude it is
more likely than not that the comment was made.

We do not conclude that this comment constitutes a violation of USF’s Diversity and Equal Opportunity Policy
or its Misconduct Policy. Although this comment included a racially pejorative term, multiple African-American

student-athletes, including SZW, related that they did not view the comment as racial in nature. In addition,
this comment was made only once and does not appear to have been directed at the player with racial

animus. As a result, this comment falls outside of USF DIEO’s policy and does not constitute misconduct.

B. The Comment Regarding the HBCU Sweatshirt
Another alleged comment at issue occurred before an informal summer workout in July 2020. A student

athlete wearing a sweatshirt that stated, “Support Black Colleges,” reported that Coach Herrion asked him,

“What’s up with all that black sh-t, I thought you were^^^M?" The student-athlete told us that he informed
several teammates of the comment both around th^im^Thappened and during the 2020-2021 season.
However, he did not report the specific details of the comment to any MBB coaches or staff members until
after the 2020-2021 season.
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1. Interviews with Student -Athletes, USF Staff, and MBB Coaches

Specifically, SA| reported that the comment came about when he encountered Coach Herrion before a
voluntary summer workout in July 2020. As stated above, SA1 reported that Coach Herrion asked him,
“What’s up with all that black sh-t, I thought you were^^^^|?”7 oA| stated that Coach Herrion was laughing
while making the comment, and that he did not respona to Coach Herrion but stared at him. Coach

Herrion then walked away. SA| stated that he did not report the comment to coaches at the time, but he
did talk to multiple teammates about the encounter shortly thereafter, including SA], who had purchased a
similar sweatshirt. SA] described that the teammates he talked to were disappointed by the remark, but that
Coach Herrion had not made any previous comments about his racial heritage.
After July 2020, SAB stated that the comment was not significantly discussed until Coach Herrion asked to
talk to him in March2021 , after his year-end interview with Coaches Gregory and Herrion. In that conversation,

d reported that Coach Herrion stated that he heard that he said something insensitive to SA| but did not

remember what he said. SA| stated that he reminded Coach Herrion of the comment, and Coach Herrion
then apologized. This comment was reported to a USF Athletics staff member with duties relating to the MBB

team on March 15, 2021, but not by SA|. Another group of MBB players met with the staff member after
the conclusion of the 2020-2021 season. This meeting was part of a series of reports to the USF Athletics
administration that prompted this investigation.
As referenced above, one MBB staff member and a coach told us in their interviews that they had generally

heard about the comment to SA| before this March 15, 2021 meeting from certain student-athletes, but
it is not clear that either of them was aware of the specific details of the comment and its overt racial

tone. Coach Gregory stated that this comment was not reported to him and that he was not aware of it before
our interview.

During our interview of Coach Herrion, he denied that he made this comment and further denied making

any comment that could have been construed as a comment on the sweatshirt worn by SA1 or SA|’s racial
heritage. Coach Herrion also denied that SA| had ever expressed anything to him about making an
inappropriate comment. Instead, in his interview, Coach Herrion described a significant relationship with SA|
and claimed that their relationship did not change during the 2020-2021 season. Specifically, Coach Herrion

stated that he spent more time with SA| than any other player; that the two of them frequently exchanged
text messages; and Coach Herrion provided us with email evidence showing that in, March 2020, Coach

Herrion reached out to the^^^J national basketball team about SA| due to the player's interest in playing
for Mexico. Coach Herrion connffled that he was a participant in SA|’s year-end meeting, but he denied that
there was any discussion of the comment.

7 S/| told us during his interview that he is of

African-American descent.
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2. Analysis and Findings
Applying a preponderance of the evidence standard, we find that the comment itself is substantiated, as

we tend to believe the comment was made, despite Coach Herrion’s denials. Several of SAj’s teammates
claimed to have learned of the comment from SA| around the time it occurred. While we found Coach
Herrion to be credible generally, it is difficult to believe that SA| fabricated both the comment and his later
discussions with Coach Herrion and Coach Herrion’s apology. We found SAl to be generally credible as
well, and it is important to note that he did not demonstrate a bias against (Joach Herrion during multiple

interviews of him. As an example, although he believed that Coach Herrion’s comment to him was racially

insensitive and over the line, and he was particularly troubled by Coach Herrion’s “police” comment to SAl
(comment 4, addressed below) he stopped short of a definitive conclusion that Coach Herrion is a racisr

Sz|, like a number of other players, described Coach Herrion as a coach who coaches players hard and who
often makes pointed comments to players in an effort to motivate them or, at times, be funny.8 SA| stated he
believed Coach Herrion often was too pointed with such comments, and he believed this particular comment
was one of those instances.

By any measure, the comment to SA| was racially inappropriate and unacceptable within the operations of
an institution of higher education, regardless of the activity involved. The comment also falls well below the

conduct that USF should expect from employees, like Coach Herrion, who hold positions of leadership and
responsibility in relation to USF students. However, we do not conclude that Coach Herrion’s comment to

SAl violates USF’s Diversity and Equal Opportunity Policy in its current form, despite the comment’s overt
racial content. The sole interaction described by SAl does not meet the policy’s definition of harassment, i.e.,
“behavior that is so frequent or severe that it creates a hostile or offensive work or academic environment.”9
Likewise, it does not appear to meet the definition of “adverse treatment” under the policy in its current form,

as there is no evidence that SA1 lost or was denied an opportunity to participate in any USF program as a
result of the comment.10 SA] dio not express even a subjective belief or concern that he was affected by the
comment in a way that made him reluctant to come to practice, attend class, or interact with Coach Herrion
or any other coach.

Therefore, while the comment was wrong, it is not a violation of USF’s Diversity and Equal Opportunity Policy
in its current form.

We do find that the comment violates USF’s Misconduct Policy. Such a comment from a college coach
to a student-athlete is clearly improper and well below the professional standards of the USF community.
Furthermore, given that the comment was made at a time of historic racial tension and social upheaval in the

United States, while the USF MBB program was working with student-athletes to address those very issues,
Coach Herrion’s comment was a significant departure from the expected performance of his duties as an
assistant coach.
8 As an example, a

MBf^^dent-athlete related an instance when Coach Herrion commented on the player being

sunburned by statii^ou’re^^H, you have to wear sunscreen at the beach.” The student-athlete told us that he believed
Coach Herrion made this com^™ as a joke, and the player did not take offense to it. As a result, the student-athlete never
reported the comment to anyone or made any allegation that the comment violated USF policy.
9 See https://www.usf.edu/compliance-ethics/equal-opportunity/aqe.aspx
10 See https://www.usf.edu/compliance-ethics/equal-opportunity/age.aspx (“Harassment is defined as behavior that is so frequent
or severe that it creates a hostile or offensive work or academic environment, or when it results in an adverse employment or
academic decision (such as the target of the harassment being fired, demoted, or given a failing grade in a class).”
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C. The “Jailhouse Braids” Comment
In the course of our interviews, certain student-athletes informed us about an alleged comment from Coach
Herrion regarding a student-athlete’s hairstyle. When we interviewed the student-athlete to whom the

comment was reportedly made, he related that during the 2020 - 2021 season, Coach Herrion asked him,
“What’s up with the jailhouse braids?” The comment was apparently a reference to the student-athlete’s
cornrow braid hairstyle. The student-athlete did not report the comment to the MBB coaches or staff or USF
Athletics staff at any time.

1. Interviews with Student-Athletes, USF Staff, and MBB Coaches

As described above, during his interview, SZfl stated that sometime during the 2020 - 2021 season, Coach
Herrion asked him “What’s up with the jailhouse braids?” before a practice. SZfl stated that he didn’t
respond to Coach Herrion. According to S4|, S^j, and SZ^| were also present when the comment was made,
and SZ^| told SZ^| to ignore Coach Herrion. SZ^j described that he talked about Coach Herrion’s comment
with teammates in the locker room after practice. However, SZ^| stated that he did not share or report the
comments to any coaches or staff members. Our investigation also indicates that this comment was never
reported to USF Athletics administration.
As part of our review of this allegation, we asked several witnesses about their knowledge of any comments
made by coaches to players regarding their hairstyles or appearance. No coaches or staff members claimed
to have specifically heard of the “jailhouse braids” comment before this investigation. Most coaches,

including Coach Gregory, denied making comments about student-athletes’ hairstyles or hearing Coach
Herrion make those kinds of comments. However, one ancillary coach (Coach 4) and a single MBB staff
member (SM1) stated that they had heard of comments made by Coach Gregory and Coach Herrion to
players regarding their hairstyles or appearance, but such comments were not racial in tone or racially

targeted. Some student-athletes related comments from Coach Gregory regarding appearances,

but

described those comments as being good-natured and lighthearted.

Multiple student-athletes stated that Coach Herrion would make comments regarding players’ hairstyles,

but the opinion about the nature of those comments varied. For example, SZ^l stated that Coach Herrion
made comments about hair and believed the comments were racially-motivated; SZ*| stated that Coach
Herrion talked about hair often and did so in a demeaning, but not racially insensitive, way; S4| stated any
hair-related comments were appropriate and generally limited to maintaining a professional appearance; and

Sz| stated that Coach Herrion’s comments were not racial, limited to general appearance, and not offensive
to him. Other than the “jailhouse braid” comment, no student-athlete identified a specific comment from
Coach Herrion regarding hairstyles that they believed was racially inappropriate.
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2. Analysis and Findings
Applying a preponderance of the evidence standard, this alleged comment is unsubstantiated.

Most

notably, Sz4 identified SZ^ and SZj| as witnesses to the comment. Neither student-athlete corroborated this
allegation. During our interview of
we asked SZ^l in several different ways, to identify racially-motivated
or racially-based comments from Coach Herrion, including, specifically, regarding student-athletes’ hair, but
the witness did not recall any such comments. Similarly, SZw never related this particular comment from

Coach Herrion over the course of two interviews. This is significant in our view, as SZ^| was more strident in
his criticism and complaints about Coach Herrion than any other player.

D. The Police-Related Comment
Among the comments reported to USF Athletics staff in January and March 2021 was a comment made by
Coach Herrion on January 12, 2021 during a skill drill at a practice. During the drill, several student-athletes
reported that Coach Herrion stated to SZw to move faster, “like the police were chasing you.”

1. Interviews with Student-Athletes

In his interview, S^l stated that the comment occurred at practice on January 12, 2021, during a layup drill
on one side of the oasketball court at the Yuengling Center. SZ*| explained that Coach Herrion made the
comment after SZ*| had completed one round of the drill and was about to run it again. At that point, SZ*|
described that Coach Herrion came up to him and made the comment and that Coach Herrion was laughing.

SZ| stated that he did not respond to Coach Herrion but continued to run the drill.
Most, but not all, of the student-athletes participating in the drill heard the comment as it was made by Coach
Herrion. There were other student-athletes and a staff member on another part of the floor who stated that
they observed multiple student-athletes involved in the drill looking surprised or uncomfortable in reaction

to a comment by Coach Herrion. SZ^ expressed a belief that the comment was racist and offensive, a belief
shared by all of the student-athletes we interviewed.

Szf recounted that he and teammates discussed Coach Herrion’s comment during practice. Szj| said he
also spoke to Coach 1 about the comment near the end of the practice. Coach 1 then talked To Coach

Herrion and told him that SZ^l was upset with Coach Herrion. SZ^ stated that he and Coach Herrion then met
briefly in the gym after CoacmHerrion talked to Coach 1 . SZ^l told us that he then attempted to explain to Coach
Herrion why he was offended by the comment and that ne perceived the comment as racially insensitive,
but stated that Herrion repeatedly cut him off during that conversation and did not apologize for making the

comment. SZ^ stated that he went on to discuss the incident with two African-American coaches. Coach
1 advised him to speak to Coach Herrion again the next morning. According to SZ*1, Coach 2 told him that
Coach Herrion was probably joking.11 SZ5! called Coach 1 later that evening and asked Coach 1 to go with
him to speak with Coach Herrion the nexFmorning.

1 1 Contrary to SZ|’s account, Coach 2 told us that he offered to speak to Coach Herrion on SZw’s behalf and also offered to

accompany S/win meeting with Coach Herrion the morning the comment was made. Coach 2 tola us both of these offers were
turned down b^SZW. Notably, Coach 2 knew of S/B’s freshman-year incident with the police at the time the comment was made

and believed Coacn Herrion’s comment referred ttfthat incident and not S/^’s race.
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The next morning (January 13, 2021), SAB stated that he and Coach 1 met with Coach Herrion in Coach
Herrion’s office. In that conversation, SAB described that he told Coach Herrion how he felt hurt by the

comment and felt like he was “stabbed in the back” by Coach Herrion. SA] believed that Coach Herrion
had betrayed his trust by bringing up in front of his teammates a run-in with me police that SA] had during
his first year on campus at USF During that meeting, SA| asked Coach Herrion to apologize to the team.
Coach Herrion agreed to do so and stated he would report the comment to Coach Gregory. According to

SA|, Coach Herrion told SA1 that the comment was not intended as a racial comment. At some point in the
meeting, Coach 1 was askea to leave, and Herrion apologized to SA| for hurting him.

s/fl stated a belief that

he did not think Coach Herrion’s apology was sincere despite the fact that Coach Herrion did so repeatedly
and became emotional during their meeting.

That afternoon, before practice, Coach Herrion apologized for the comment in front of the team as requested

by S/|. SA| stated that the apology did not repeat the specific comment or reference SAj, and Coach
Herrion apologized for hurting a player generally. At that point, Coach Gregory started practice, but it ended
shortly thereafter due to positive COVID-1 9 tests within the program, and the team began a multi-week quarantine.

SA| told us that Coach Gregory called him later that day to ask him how he was doing. sz| said that he told
Coach Gregory that he was upset, because Coach Herrion’s comment brought up the incident from SA|’s
freshman year. SA| never told Coach Gregory that he believed the comment was racially insensitive.
We interviewed SAb on two occasions, and in both instances, he told us about the referenced incident from
his freshman year. However, his account of those events was inconsistent with the report of the incident

by USF’s Campus Police. According to SAj’s version of events during his first interview, he was with three
friends from high school on USF’s campus, sitting in a parked car, when a police officer came up and began

questioning the group. SA| told us no arrests or citations were made. SA| stated that he informed Coach
Herrion of the incident after it happened in an effort to get ahead of it being separately reported to the MBB

program. In his second interview, SA| stated that he was referred to Student Conduct over the run-in with
the police, but he provided no additional details, leaving the impression that he had merely been present for
the incident and that neither he nor his friends had any culpable conduct whatsoever.

Contrary to SAl’s narrative, our investigation showed that the parked car at issue during this incident was
a van that had Deen stolen from SaH's^
by some of his former teammates and driven to
USF’s campus. A USF Student Conauco^Terml regaraing this incident showed that when the USF police
officer began questioning the group, some the other individuals present did leave the scene. S

was present

when the officer arrived, and although he did not leave the area, the referral stated that hel
regarding his presence on USF’s campus to the police.

None of the student-athletes that we interviewed stated that they were aware of the context of SA|’s contact
with the police during his freshman year. Instead, they expressed a belief that Coach Herrion’s comment was
racially insensitive and made with an intent to play on stereotypes about African-Americans and the police

in the United States.

12 As discussed above, referrals to Student Conduct are confidential under USF policies, but we relate certain information here
directly relevant to our investigation.
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2. Interviews with Staff and Coaches
Our interviews with MBB coaches and staff provided a starkly different view of Coach Herrion’s comment

to

In their interviews, Coach Gregory, Coach 2, and Coach 3 all stated that they were aware of S/^’s

freshman-year incident, and each told us that they understood that Coach Herrion’s comment was a
reference to that same incident.

a. Coach Herrion

S/fl, other coaches, and the
According to Coach Herrion, his

Coach Herrion’s description of his comment, and how he addressed them with
MBB team as a whole,

differs significantly from what was related by

comment to S/^lI during the drill was “You need to go faster, like you’re running from the police. Remember
what happenecnyour freshman year.” Coach Herrion stated that this comment was not in any way a racial

stereotype and was solely related to S/^’s contact with the police referenced above. Coach Herrion de
scribed that he did not observe any reactions from the other student-athletes running the drill after he made
the comment and practice continued.

According to Coach Herrion, he first became aware that S/W was upset by his comment when Coach 1

spoke to him near the end of practice. As described by SZ^, uoach Herrion stated that he sought out
after practice.
after
pr
However, in contrast to S/fl’s account of events, Coach Herrion stated that he apologize*
to S/| at that time. Coach Herrion described that his conversation with S/^| concerned SZ^l’s belief that
Coacn Herrion breached his trust in publicly
S>
7 commenting
x:“ about
*'—x S/fl’s
previous encounter with the police.
Coach Herrion stated that the two did not discuss race at all duringj their initial interaction, and there was no
conversation about the police-related comment being racial in nature. Coach Herrion stated that the
conversation ended after he apologized and that the two of them hugged and said they loved each other.

Coach Herrion also told us about the meeting the next morning with Sz4 and Coach 1. According to Coach
Herrion, he apologized to S/fl r-;"’""-";
repeatedly during x,_
the meeting and became very emotional. He stated x.__x
that he
could tell

was hurt, anoCoach Herrion related that he felt bad about the comments because he had

recruited

and been very close to him in his time at USE Coach Herrion also offered to apologize in front

of the team. U'/oach Herrion reiterated that there was no discussion during the meeting about the comment

being racially motivated. Coach Herrion’s understanding was that the sole issue was S/^’s belief that Coach
Herrion had betrayed his trust by making a pointed reference to S/^’s police interaction his freshman year.
After his meeting with S^l and Coach 1 , Coach Herrion stated that he met with Coach Gregory and reported
the situation to him. Per uoach Herrion, Coach Gregory told him that he would report it to USF Athletics
staff, and Coach Gregory told Coach Herrion that he felt it was important that Coach Herrion apologize about
the comment.
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Similar to what SZ^l described, Coach Herrion confirmed that he apologized to the entire team that afternoon
at practice. Coacn Herrion stated that he specifically referenced SZW in front of the team and specifically
related his apology to his comments the previous day. Coach Herrion stated that his apology addressed taking

ownership of his words and that he hurt SZ*| and let him down. Following this apology, Coach Herrion
recalled that Coach Gregory asked SZ*| if he was okay, and SZ^l responded that he was. Coach Herrion
stated that he did not discuss the comment or situation with any student-athletes or coaches after this point,

but did ask SZ1| if he was okay when SZ*| came in for a COVID-19 test during the team’s 32-day COVID-19
related pause. According to Coach Herrion, SZ^j said he was good at that time.
In his interview, Coach Herrion described his comment as misguided, but not made with race in mind, only

SZ^’s prior encounter with the police. Coach Herrion’s recollection of S/fl’s incident with USF police was
consistent with the referral to USF Student Conduct we reviewed. Coach Herrion told us that the USF Police
Department called him about the incident hours after it occurred. Coach Herrion stated that he also informed
Coach Gregory of the incident, and he believed that the issue was then passed on to Student Affairs. Coach

Herrion stated that he had never referenced the incident before the comment to SZ^l at practice on January
12,2021.

Coach Herrion stated a belief that he had a very close relationship with SZ*| based on his efforts to support

SZ*| both as a player and a person during his time at USF. Our investigation identified numerous examples
to support Coach Herrion’s belief. Multiple student-athletes, including, SZ*|, noted that that they had spent
Christmas Eve and Christmas day of 2020 with Coach Herrion and his family. Coach Herrion and his wife
invited all international players, and others unable to make it home for Christmas, to their home each year.
Coach Herrion and multiple student-athletes described that he and the student-athletes “feasted,” watched

NBA games, played games, and generally hung out with Coach Herrion’s family. SZ^| did not talk about these
events at all during his first interview with us, but did confirm them to be true when specifically asked during
his follow-up interview.

Notably, Coach Herrion stated his last encounter with SZ^| came following USF’s loss in the American
Athletic Conference’s 2021 tournament. Coach Herrion described that his travel group, which consisted of

him, SZft and one other student-athlete, was picked up at the airport by Coach Herrion’s wife. She greeted
them wirn homemade cookies that she had baked and brought with her. Coach Herrion stated that when
he and his wife dropped off the student-athletes, they hugged, and all seemed well. Until he was placed on

leave and this investigation followed, Coach Herrion was under the impression his apologies to SZ^ were
accepted and sufficient.
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b. Coach Gregory
Coach Gregory’s account of the comment and the surrounding events is consistent with the version
provided by Coach Herrion. Coach Gregory stated that he did not hear the comment when it was made, but
became aware of it when Coach Herrion reported it to him on January 13, 2021 . Coach Gregory recalled that

Coach Herrion told him the comment to S/^ was, “gotta go fast, like you’re being chased by the police, like
your freshman year.” After he learned of the comment from Coach Herrion, Coach Gregory stated that he
rewatched the film from the January 12, 2021 practice and did not observe any disruptions of the drill during
which the comment was made.

Coach Gregory told us that during his conversation with Coach Herrion about the comment, Coach Herrion
told him that

was upset and wanted a team apology. He recalled Coach Herrion appeared apologetic,

and Coach Herrion told him that he knew the comment was insensitive and that it should not have been
made. Coach Gregory told us that he was disappointed by Coach Herrion’s remark and thought it was
insensitive. Coach Gregory stated that he did not understand the comment to be a racial remark but a
specific reference to SZWs prior incident with the police.
Coach Gregory also confirmed that Coach Herrion apologized to the team after the two met, at that afternoon’s
practice. Coach Gregory told us that Coach Herrion did not repeat the comment in his apology, but did tell

the team that he referenced a situation with S/^ that occurred years prior. After Coach Herrion’s apology,
Coach Gregory told us that he asked SX^ if he was okay and then asked the same question to the team.
Both said yes. Practice then began, but as discussed, practice was canceled shortly after due to positive

COVID-19 tests within the MBB program.

Coach Gregory told us he called S^l after practice was canceled to check on him. Coach Gregory stated
that he asked SX*1 to explain why trie comments were hurtful, and S/^ told him that he thought Coach
Herrion broke his Trust and that he was embarrassed that the incident had been referenced. According to
Coach Gregory, S/4 said he was okay; did not express any belief that Coach Herrion’s comment was racial;
told Coach Gregor^ie was satisfied with Coach Herrion’s apologies; and said he did not need anything else.
Coach Gregory stated he believed the situation was handled and did not have any indication that it needed

to be addressed further because the apology to the team was made and S/^ indicated he was satisfied.
Coach Gregory stated that he reported the comment to SM1 on January 13, 2021 , after speaking with S/fl.
Coach Gregory stated that he informed the staff member of the comment, his conversations with Coach

Herrion and S^l, and that there had been no suggestion that the comment was racially insensitive. The staff
member did no? suggest further action at that time.
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Notably, during his interview, Coach Gregory stated that he was not aware of any of the other alleged
comments alleged addressed in this investigation at the time he learned of the police comment. He stated that
if he had been aware of those allegations, he would have handled the situation surrounding the police-related

comment differently. Specifically, Coach Gregory stated that he would not have tolerated such comments by
any coach within his program. Coach Gregory also stated that if he had known the players perceived the “run
like the police are chasing you” comment as part of a series of potentially racially insensitive statements, he
would have spent more time addressing the team at the time. This would have included putting proper steps
in place to increase discussions on racial issues and giving student-athletes opportunities to discuss those issues.

c. Other Staff Members
As referenced elsewhere, we also interviewed a USF Athletics staff member (SM1) as part of our investigation.
SM1 confirmed that Coach Gregory reported Coach Herrion’s police-related comment on January 13, 2021 .

Like Coach Gregory, SM1 was aware of Sz4’s previous incident with the police and understood Coach
Herrion’s comment to be related to that incident and, as a result, not a racial stereotype. SM1 told us that
USF had not had any reports of problems with Coach Herrion’s comments before, and SM1 had no idea
that other players were concerned about other comments made by Coach Herrion until several MBB players
met with SM1 on March 15, 2021. After the player meeting, SM1 met with Coach Gregory and USF Athletics
Director Michael Kelly, and a collective decision was made to place Coach Herrion on leave pending the
outcome of this investigation.

3. Analysis and Findings
The police-related comment by Coach Herrion is substantiated. Coach Herrion admitted to making the
comment, and multiple student-athletes directly heard the comment. Of course, the exact substance of
the comment varied between the student-athletes who heard it and Coach Herrion on a key point. The
student-athletes we interviewed reported only the “run like you’re running from the police” portion of the

statement and did not include the portion that related the comment back to the incident during S/I’s
freshman year. However, we believe Coach Herrion’s claim that his full comment included specific
reference to that incident is also true. Thus, for purposes of this investigation, the preponderance of the

evidence shows that the full statement by Coach Herrion to

was a close approximation of the following:

“I need you to run like the police are chasing you, like you did when you were a freshman.”

Even in its full context, the comment is inappropriate, and Coach Herrion conceded this fact in his interview.
However, it is clear that the comment was not tied to race or a pejorative stereotype, and does not violate

USF’s Diversity and Equal Opportunity Policy.
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We note here that our investigation found that the USF MBB coaches and players held diametrically opposite

perceptions of the comment to SZ^. The players we interviewed universally believed that the comment was,
at a minimum, racially insensitive, and some expressed the viewpoint that the comment was overtly racist.

On the other hand, the on-the-floor coaches we interviewed were unanimous in their belief that the comment
was not in any way racially problematic. We attribute the differences in the coaches’ and players’ perceptions
of the racial nature of the comment to the fact that each was operating on an entirely different set of facts,

and context, at the time the comment was made. Every coach we interviewed was aware of SZfl’s interaction
with the police his freshmen year, and each of them understood this comment to relate specifically to that
incident. The same was true for SM1. As a result, none of these individuals, including multiple AfricanAmerican coaches and staff members believed the comment to be racially motivated.

On the other hand, we did not interview a single player who was aware of SZ^’s interaction with the police his
freshman year. As a result, they had no context for the statement, and they conclued that such a comment

from a white coach to an African-American player was nothing more than gross racial stereotyping. Given
their lack of context for the comment, such a conclusion is understandable.

SZ*|’s stated belief that the comment was racist and played on racial stereotypes is unfounded and not
credible. We interviewed multiple coaches who spoke with SZ^l in the hours and days after the comment
was made. According to them, SZ^| did not report a belief that me comment was racially motivated at that
time. As indicated above, both Coach Herrion and Coach Gregory related that SZ*| told them he was upset
with the comment, because it was specifically related to the incident his freshman year and, for that reason,

betrayed his trust in Coach Herrion. Even SZw’s description of his concerns with the comment at the time
focused primarily on being hurt that the fresnmen year issue was brought up two years later, rather than
concerns about racial stereotyping.

We do find that the comment violated USF’s Misconduct Policy. Coach Herrion made a pointed comment to a
student-athlete about an embarrassing event in the young man’s life that he had put behind him. This troubling

aspect of the comment is exacerbated by the fact that Coach Herrion had a close relationship with the
player and was in a position of trust. That trust was violated by the mere fact that the comment was made,

but compounded by the fact that it was made in front of SZ^l’s teammates who were unaware of the incident.
Furthermore, SZ^’s referral to Student Conduct would haveTeen a confidential matter and, under USF Policy,
Coach Herrion would have been forbidden from discussing it publicly. Coach Herrion himself acknowledged
that the comment was “misguided,” and the reporting of the comment to USF MBB coaches and Athletics
staff is evidence of its seriousness.
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IV.

ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIVE RESULTS
1. Perceived Lack of Leadership from Coach Gregory
In our interviews, we encountered a recurring belief from student-athletes that Coach Gregory did not do
enough to address the police-related comment and showed a lack of leadership related to that situation.

Because the players were unaware of S^l’s previous incident with the police, they did not have that context
and clearly viewed the comment as an offensive racial stereotype. Because of this, several student-athletes
viewed Coach Gregory’s failure to address the team on the issue as an effort to gloss over it and move
forward with the season.

However, many of the same student-athletes acknowledged Coach Gregory’s efforts to discuss the Black
Lives Matter movement and the death of George Floyd with his student-athletes. In addition, Coach Gregory
and Coach 2 heavily encouraged the student-athletes to vote in the November 2020 elections and organized
efforts to register players. Because of that effort, some student-athletes voted for the first time in their lives.

For his part, Coach Gregory told us about his and the other MBB coaches’ efforts to discuss the death of
George Floyd and the resulting racial and social unrest during the summer of 2020 with the student-athletes
and their parents, including: (1 ) holding Zoom meetings with the team to discuss race, advocacy opportunities,
and John Lewis’s work following his passing in July of 2020; and (2) a town hall with the student-athletes’

parents on June 4, 2020. In addition, Coach Gregory, Coach Herrion, Coach 3 and the MBB staff and their
families participated alongside most of the MBB team in a social justice march in Tampa organized by USF
Athletics. We also learned Coach Gregory’s efforts to address racial issues did not just begin in the aftermath
of George Floyd. On an annual basis, Coach Gregory has given Martin Luther King, Jr. Day addresses to
his team. Coach Gregory told us that he uses this time to discuss Martin Luther King, Jr.’s leadership and
positive impact on American race relations.

While there was clearly a disconnect between the players and Coach Gregory, and the MBB staff as a
whole, in the aftermath of Coach Herrion’s police comment, our investigation demonstrates it did not
result from a poor racial culture within the program. The players drew reasonable conclusions about Coach

Herrion’s statement because they did not know about S^l’s history. Coach Gregory and his staff made the
understandable decision not to address the team as a wnole about the issue, because (1) they believed it

was an SZ^-specific issue, and (2) they were not aware of the other alleged comments by Coach Herrion
that were being discussed among the players at that time. This disconnect does raise the concern that the
lines of communication between the players and coaches were frayed. However, this disconnect must also
be viewed in the context of the primary challenge facing the program at the time— a multi-week quarantine
and cessation of all in-person basketball activity.
Regardless of the unfortunate way in the fallout from this incident occurred, there is essentially no evidence

that Coach Gregory or his staff failed to address a known racial problem, and even the most discontent
student-athletes conceded that the leadership of the MBB program was proactive and effective in addressing
racial and social justice issues.
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2. USF MBB 2020-2021 Student-Athlete Transfers
USF had nine student-athletes transfer from the MBB program to other schools after the end of the
2020-2021 season. That number placed USF among a group of schools from across the country with the
highest volume of transfer athletes. However, the evidence tends to show that these transfers are occurring

for a number of reasons.

Three of USF’s transferring student-athletes were graduating seniors. Other

student-athletes stated a number of other reasons for transferring, including feelings that the relationship
with the majority of the coaching staff was impersonal or because they were planning to do so after the
season concluded anyway. Although some student-athletes and one staff member stated a general belief

that the transfers from the MBB program were related to Coach Herrion, only two student-athletes claimed
that the alleged issues were a significant factor in their decisions to transfer.

Coach Herrion and Coach 2 each stated a belief that the non-senior transfers were related to those
student-athletes’ roles and minutes on the team, apparently based on student-athletes’ comments during

their year-end interviews with the coaching staff. Coach Gregory stated that seniors typically transfer and
stated that transferring student-athletes expressed wanting more playing time or bigger roles. Coach
Herrion and Coach Gregory denied that that any transferring student-athletes stated that Coach Herrion, his
comments, racial issues within the MBB program, or mistreatment by the coaching staff played a role in their
decisions to transfer.
Notably, multiple media outlets have reported that a record number of student-athletes (over 1,000)

have entered the NCAA transfer portal to other schools and programs following the conclusion of their
2020-2021 MBB seasons. Accordingtothoseoutlets, arecord number oftransfershaveoccurred, especially after

the NCAA approved a rule that allows student-athletes a one-time transfer opportunity to another school
without having to sit out a year. Although USF MBB’s number of transferring student-athletes is high, it is
not unparalleled.
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V.

CONCLUSION
We conclude the investigation by commenting on the challenging nature of the issues presented by the
three comments that we found to be substantiated. Each of the comments, at face value, connotes negative

racial stereotypes related to African-Americans. However, our investigation showed that only Comment 2 (the
sweatshirt comment) was unequivocally about race and ethnicity. In contrast, Comments 1 (the “monkey”
reference) and 4 (the police comment) occurred within a factual context that objectively indicated that Coach
Herrion made those comments without consideration of race.

For Comment 1, multiple African-American student-athletes told us that they had heard the term “monkey”
in reference to players dunking a basketball throughout their basketball lives, and these players did not

perceive the comment as racially offensive. At least one player, when reflecting on Comment 1 in the aftermath
of Comment 4 (occurring 2 years later), told us that he thought Comment 1 could have been made with racial
intent in light of Comment 4. But even this player was clear that he did not perceive the “monkey” comment
to be offensive at the time it was made. We think it is also important to note that this player only reassessed

the possible intent behind Comment 1 after he heard Comment 4, which was unequivocally not about race
but about a specific issue in the life of the student-athlete to whom Comment 4 was made.
As for Comment 4, we are sensitive to the roiled racial climate that currently besets American society and
that the root cause is the relationship between police and African-Americans. However, while this charged

environment underscores the poor Judgment Coach Herrion exercised in making the comment, we do not
believe it transforms a comment objectively unrelated to race into racial harassment or discrimination under

USF’s current policy. As set out above, USF’s Diversity and Equal Opportunity Policy expounds on the type
of conduct that would violate the policy as, “[s]ingling out or targeting an individual for different or adverse

treatment with improper consideration of the individual’s race [or] color.” As it relates to Comment 4, the
evidence clearly shows that it was about an incident in the student-athlete’s past and had nothing whatsoever
to do with a “consideration of his race or color” much less an “improper” one.
We have considered whether the grossly tone-deaf and insensitive nature of the police comment— made by
a white coach to an African-American player in front of a group of African-American players— is sufficient

to constitute “harassment” as that term is defined by USF’s Office of Compliance & Ethics’ Guidance on
Protected Categories. As noted above, the definition of harassment here is incorporated from the federal Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)’s analysis of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.1 The definition
is narrow and only covers conduct that is “frequent” or “severe” enough to create a hostile environment.

1

See EEOC Compliance Manual, § 1 5-VII, available at https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/guidance/section-15-race-and-color-discrimination.
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USF’s Protected Categories Guidance leaves out a key portion from the EEOC guidance, which narrows
the definition of harassment even further. The full EEOC definition categorically excludes from its definition
of harassment “simple teasing,

offhand comments,

or isolated incidents that are not very serious.”

We believe that Comment 4 falls within this categorical exclusion. We base that conclusion on an analysis
of EEOC guidance that clarifies what factual circumstances may, or may not, constitute racial discrimination
or harassment. We acknowledge that most of this guidance relates to the traditional employment context

and has not been specifically incorporated into USF’s policy. However, the University is subject to Title VII,
the policy at issue uses Title Vll’s core definition of harassment, and Title VII claims are subject to the same
preponderance-of-the-evidence standard we apply here. As a result, we think it is appropriate to consider

the full body of EEOC Title VII guidance as persuasive authority for our conclusions. We are concerned that
doing otherwise in assessing the conduct of the employee of a public institution would raise significant due
process concerns.

Given this framework, even if we were to assume that Comment 4 was racially problematic, it is at most one
of just two comments (the first being Comment 2) made within approximately six months of each other over
Coach Herrion’s and the Student-Athletes’ multi-year tenure at South Florida. Based on EEOC’s guidance,
we do not believe that either of these comments, standing alone, has sufficient “severity” to constitute
harassment, nor do we think the comments taken together are “frequent” enough to meet the definition.

Again, the EEOC sets a high bar:
[U]nless the harassment is quite severe, a single incident or isolated incidents of offensive racial
conduct or remarks generally do not create an abusive working environment. But a single, extremely
serious incident of harassment may be sufficient to constitute a Title VII violation, especially if the
harassment is physical. Examples of the types of single incidents that can create a hostile work
environment based on race include: an actual or depicted noose or burning cross (or any other
manifestation of an actual or threatened racially motivated physical assault), a favorable reference
to the Ku Klux Klan, an unambiguous racial epithet such as the “N-word,” and a racial comparison
to an animal.

Given the context of Comment 4, and the above guidance from the EEOC, it is clear to us that Coach Herrion’s

police reference with S4| does not constitute racial discrimination or harassment.
Comment 2, of course, clearly concerned race. Similar to Comment 4, it was insensitive and tone deaf,
particularly in light of the heightened levels of activism on race issues during the summer of 2020 and the
coaching staff’s efforts at that time to address the issue. However, we believe the evidence demonstrates

that it falls short of the severity needed to constitute “harassment.” While Comment 2 is undeniably offensive
and wrong, the EEOC’s examples of harassment go well beyond the merely offensive and unacceptable.
They shock the conscience; e.g. “an actual or depicted noose or burning cross (or any other manifestation
of an actual or threatened racially motivated physical assault), a favorable reference to the Ku Klux Klan, an

unambiguous racial epithet such as the ‘N-word.’” Coach Herrion’s comment to S4|, even though objectively
inappropriate, pales in comparison. Comment 2 does not contain an unambiguous racial epithet or threat
of any sort. In addition, no student-athlete stated a belief that USF MBB has a racially hostile environment,
although multiple student-athletes raised general grievances with Coach Herrion specifically. Therefore, we
believe Comment 2, standing alone, falls short of constituting harassment under USF’s Diversity and Equal
Opportunity Policy, but we also note that this conclusion is a close one. Further, as discussed above, we do
not believe Comment 2 belongs to a violative pattern of comments from Coach Herrion.
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File
Gerard D. Solis, General Counsel, University of South Florida
June 15, 2021
Legal Sufficiency Review Men’s Basketball Matter

____________________________________________________________________________
This memo serves as this office’s legal sufficiency review of the University of South Florida’s
investigation into racially insensitive comments allegedly made by Associate Men’s Basketball Coach
Tom Herrion. Mr. Herrion alleged made four comments that potentially violated USF regulations
and policies, including USF Policy 0-007, Diversity and Equal Opportunity: Discrimination and Harassment.
The allegations were referred to external reviewers with expertise in this area to ensure a full and
impartial investigation.
The alleged comments were: (1) a statement to a player during a practice in the 2018 – 2019 season
that the student-athlete needed to quit “swinging on the rim like a monkey”; (2) prior to a workout in
the summer of 2020, a question to a student-athlete wearing a sweatshirt supporting historically black
colleges and universities, “What’s up with all that black sh-t, I thought you were Mexican?”’; (3) a
question to a student-athlete about his hairstyle during the 2020 – 2021 season, “What’s up with the
jailhouse braids?”; and (4) a statement to a student-athlete at a practice during the 2020 – 2021 season
to move faster during a drill, “like the police are chasing you.”
Allegations (3) was not substantiated. Allegation (1) was substantiated; however, the student athletes
who heard it, or learned of it, did not take the statement to be racially motivated. Allegations (3) and
(4) were substantiated and found to be misconduct and a violation of USF Regulation 10.212,
Discipline, Misconduct, and Incompetence. The external reviewers concluded that the same statements did
not violate USF Policy 0-007 because the statements were neither sufficiently severe taken on their
own nor sufficiently pervasive taken together to reach a violation of 0-007.
Putting aside the reviewers’ conclusions on pervasiveness, the reviewers’ conclusion on the severity
of the conduct appears to be based in part on Mr. Herrion’s intent in making the statements. However,
while the intent of the alleged misconduct is relevant it is not dispositive under USF Policy 0-007,
which makes no reference to the intent of the conduct in question. Instead, under USF Policy 0-007
it is generally more probative to consider the alleged harasser’s actions and the impact of those actions
upon the alleged victim(s) rather than on what the alleged harasser may have intended. In this light, a
different conclusion on the severity of the conduct may have been reached by another reviewer based
on how the student athletes understandably took the statements in question, regardless of how the
statements were intended.
To be clear, the work done by the external reviewers is independent, thorough, and consistent with
applicable legal authority. Ultimately whether Mr. Herrion violated USF Policy 0-007 or USF
Regulation 10.212 does not affect the outcome of this matter because he is no longer with the
organization. Nonetheless, this case creates an opportunity to consider clarifications to Policy 0-007
for alignment with best practices and USF standards.

